
Notes on Dorothy Dunnett’s Lymond & Niccoló series
(SL April 2020)

These notes provide an overview of the novels but without revealing some
key twists in events and relationships, i.e. they are meant to be teasers
rather than spoilers.

I have used material from the Kindle editions and some bits from
Wikipedia. There are many relevant sites worth investigating (perhaps
too many). A number of these use material from the same sources,
including from Dorothy Dunnett’s own recaps in the books.

Reading list: (available on Kindle, or wherever in hardcopy. Maps easier
to read in hard copy).

. The Lymond Chronicles

1. The Game of Kings (1961)
2. Queen's Play (1964)
3. The Disorderly Knights (1966)
4. Pawn in Frankincense (1969)
5. The Ringed Castle (1971)
6. Checkmate (1975)

House of Niccoló
1. Niccolò Rising (1986)
2. Spring of the Ram (1987)
3. Race of Scorpions (1989)
4. Scales of Gold (1991)
5. The Unicorn Hunt (1993)
6. To Lie with Lions (1995)
7. Caprice and Rondo (1997)
8. Gemini (2000)

Context: See Barbara Tuchman’s A Distant Mirror: the Calamitous 14th
Century.

The Dorothy Dunnett Companion by Elspeth Morrison helps to untangle
the many characters, in particular the fictional vs. the non-fictional.
[multiple commercial links to publishers; I can’t find a generic link e.g. on
Wikipedia]

There are some limited academic studies of her work:

Lisa Hopkins, 'Dorothy Dunnett's Lymond and Niccoló series: history
versus experience';

Cleo McNelly Kearns, 'Dubious pleasures: Dorothy Dunnett and the
historical novel', Critical Quarterly, vol. 32, no. 1;

Deirdre Serjeantson, 'That Private Labyrinth: the books that made
Lymond'.

The author

Dorothy Dunnett, OBE, born in Dunfermline, 1923-2001. Dunnett is best
known for The House of Niccoló and The Lymond Chronicles, set in the
15th and 16th centuries, respectively, but written in reverse chronological
order. Her other major work was King Hereafter, the 11th-century story of
Earl Thorfinn the Mighty of Orkney, who Dunnett believed was the
historical King Macbeth. She also wrote the Johnson Johnson series of
mystery novels and published her own version of the poetry of the
Lymond series, among other works.

In addition, Dorothy Dunnett was a professional portrait painter and
sculptress, as well as being involved in many aspects of Scottish public
life and business, often alongside her husband, Sir Alastair Dunnett
(editor of The Scotsman, 1956-72).

For more information, see http://www.dorothydunnett.co.uk/

See also see The Guardian’s obituary by Magnus Linklater, https://
www.theguardian.com/news/2001/nov/15/guardianobituaries.books

She has a memorial stone alongside those for Robert Louis Stevenson,
Robert Burns and Sir Walter Scott in the Makars' Court in Lady Stair's
Close on the Royal Mile in Edinburgh. There have been a number of
gatherings of her readers in various locations covered by the books
(Istanbul, Venice, Timbuktu...).

Intro

Dunnett’s Niccoló and Lymond series comprise 14 historical novels of the
15th and 16th centuries. Lymond was written first but chronologically it is
preceded, with a gap, by the Niccoló series. There is a linkage but these
relationships are not usually explicit. The books have a chronological
development, but they can be read separately as the relevant history is
usually elaborated in each novel. Each book is quite long – 600-800 pages
– and each could have just as easily been released as more than one book.

The books take place in Europe, the Middle East and, to a degree, West
Africa, bringing together concurrent events across the regions.

They contain many major and minor historical characters as well as
fictional characters.

Some of the more important and seemingly incredible events and
characters are factual.

As noted by biographer Elspeth Morrison, the novels are “full of allusions
– to classical and Renaissance prose writing, to poetry, to songs, to
liturgy, to folk verse and ballads and plays, to proverbs and jokes, some
of them not entirely delicate.” These often appear in the original language
– Latin, early French and Italian, Scots and smatterings of Gaelic, Arabic
and even Icelandic!



The story lines are complex, in part because of the historical and
international cross-linkages, but there is some recapitulation to make
them relatively easy to follow. The principal characters are complex and
are essentially revealed through their actions and speech.

Each series has a big secret that is only revealed at the end of the
respective series – another reason to read the books in each series in
chronological order.

The author gets you involved in the stories, which often recount
momentous events, sieges, fight scenes (canon, hackbuts, arquebuses,
bows and arrows, swords, fisticuffs and one fatal wrestling bout) and
episodes of high-spirited and dangerous humour.

The writing style owes much to Scott and the 19th-century English
novelists – descriptive passages to tide away the hours without TV.

These notes cover only the main threads of the stories and the main
characters and try not to give too much away.

Principal characters

Dunnett’s principal characters are highly intelligent, complex, and,
broadly speaking, good guys – but not always well-behaved or likeable.
The reader is often unsure which side of the character is in operation at
any particular time in the development of the stories. They are schemers.
Dunnett does not take the reader inside the heads of the main characters
(psychobabble); one has to deduce their thinking as revealed by their
speech and actions, and interaction with others. There is nothing in the
way of “aha, thought Claes, this is how to put one over on Simon….”

Claes van der Poele, later Nicolas (sometimes Nicol in Scotland) de Fleury,
is the lead character in the House of Niccoló series. The (illegitimate?) son
of a Scottish nobleman, Simon de St Pol, and grandson of Jordan de St
Pol, Vicomte de Riberac, who both disown(/resent?) him and make his
life a misery where they can. He is something of a hell-raiser and
prankster who, as a young man, frequently finishes up in jail and is
regularly beaten as a punishment. He has tristes with most girls in
service in the wealthy merchant houses of Bruges and is sought for his
prowess in this department, including by the royal Katelina van Borselen.
When she finds she is pregnant, she marries Simon to give legitimacy to
her thoroughly nasty son, fathered by the unaware Nicolas. Katelina,
reconciled to Nicolas, dies in the siege at Famagusta.

Nicolas’ friends in Bruges include Felix (son of Marian de Charrety, owner
of the dye-shop and brokig business, and who is later married to Nicolas),
the notaries Julius and Gregory, Doctor Tobias (Tobie) and the soldier,
Astorre, and all, except Felix who is killed in Italy, remain key characters
through much of the series. We meet also the Guinea slave, Lopez (also

Loppe, and, later, Umar), whose importance only becomes clear in
Timbuktu.

Nicolas is rather clever. He has (almost) total recall and is also a
mathematician, a talent that leads eventually to a highly successful
business career in banking and shipping. He is also musical, although
this only becomes evident later in the series, when he helps develop and
produce a major choral work for presentation to the court at Holyrood.

Nicolas has the idea of developing Marian’s business into a courier (and
intelligence) service to Italy, where he meets the de Medicis and is drawn
into banking, eventually setting up his own bank, the House of Niccoló, in
Venice. Security for the courier business develops into a mercenary
company, captained by Astorre, as part of the de Charetty business, and
Nicolas sees action in Italy, and later in Cyprus and Trebizond. He is
engaged by the Medici to help defend Trebizond, where they have
business. There develops a long-running fight with the Vatachino Bank,
whose owners are a mystery till near the end of the series.

Nicolas moves to Scotland to build up a business there, and gets drawn
into close contact with the royal Stewarts, with all sorts of lively,
dangerous sports. (This is also a feature of the Lymond series.) To try to
corner the market for salt cod he makes a trip to Iceland, where there is
hunting with a gyrfalcon and a massive, deadly volcanic eruption which
the ships barely escape. He develops a scheme that practically bankrupts
the country, forcing him to quit his business and head off to Eastern
Europe, where he more or less redeems himself and returns to Scotland,
and final confrontations.

Nicolas is hard to analyse. He is seemingly boisterous, fun-filled, and
most people like him, at least in the earlier books. But he has a dark side,
storing up grievances for an eventual settling of scores, through carefully
plotted manipulation.

Francis Crawford of Lymond is a Scot from just north of the Borders. He is
introduced as the second son of the deceased Baron Culter, whose title
passes to the elder son, Richard. Thanks to his mother, Sybilla, Francis is
very well read and musically talented. (At one stage he says that he
considers himself to be a musician.) However, he is also a warrior, a
brilliant tactician and strategist. After the battle of Solway Firth with the
English, he is captured, age 16, and handed to the French, whom he
serves in the galleys. Later he is an outlaw, but establishes his own
mercenary troop that also serves the Crown.

Dunnett says that Lymond is modelled on her husband, Alastair, as
noted, editor of The Scotsman.



Francis has few close friends. Perhaps the closest is Jerrot Blyth, whom he
knows from childhood. He has close working/drinking relationships with
the pirate Thomson, mahout extraordinary Archie Abernethy (Abernaci),
sailing master Mick Crackbene, gunner and siege master John Le Grant,
Border barons and raiders the Scots (of Buccleuch), Philippa (Fippy)
Somerville of Flaw Valley, near Hexham, the blind but insightful Christine
Stewart, and lover Oonagh O’Dwyer. He has a close relationship with
Kiaya Khatun (more below). Bigtime enemies are Graham Mallet and
Margaret Douglas, Countess of Lennox (who pops up in Hilary Mantel).

What is he really like? Highly intelligent, ascetic – but known to get drunk
with pirates to get them on his side. He also has extended periods on the
wagon. He is not always likeable – indeed at times he is infuriating. A
Scots patriot? Vain? – wearing fine jewels. Not much sense of humour,
except in a few wild bursts. Treats some friends badly, sometimes for
their own good.

Key themes

A key theme in the Niccoló and Lymond novels is opening up trade routes
and trade relations. In the Niccoló novels this encompasses alum, silk,
sugar and fish, with finance and insurance provided by banking. In the
Lymond series the trade theme covers raw materials and manufactures.
Geography and navigation are driven by trade (with some interesting
asides on mathematics, e.g. with Richard (Diccon) Chancellor and John
Dee). Slave-powered galleys dominate in season but sail is developing.

There are also important power struggles within and between countries
and empires. For example, the Emperor Charles V and his son Philip II of
Spain (husband of Mary Tudor) are aligned with Burgundy and the Pope
against France (allied to the Ottomans), while the Italian states (especially
Venice and Genoa) war with each other and are busy trading across Asia,
against the background of the Plague, the development of banking,
printing (including forbidden Bibles), the Renaissance and the
Reformation (with copious burnings in England). England is periodically
at odds with Scotland and France as well as carrying on its own
internecine domestic power struggles of the Roses variety. Inevitably,
espionage is a key feature that places our main characters in some danger
at different times.

At the other, more personal end of the spectrum, legitimacy is an
obsession in both series of books, grating with Nicolas and, maybe more
so with Lymond. This seems at odds with the number of affairs recorded
in the books, and the openly acknowledged illegitimate offspring of the
times.

If this all seems very serious, there are some wildly funny scenes, see
Claes (Nicolas) and friends sailing the Duke of Burgundy’s new bathtub
into Bruges, or Thaddy Boy’s riotous behaviour at the French court….

Nicolas’ sexuality is occasionally ambivalent, I think, but Dunnett’s coy
description of physical relationships left me wondering if I read it right.
Certainly, in Trebizond homosexual relationships were common enough
in the Greek/Byzantine tradition, and Nicolas may have yielded to the
Emperor David and Zacco of Cyprus, but there is always a deliberate
element of uncertainty in the writing. Lymond’s sexual orientation seems
(fairly?) straight, but there are also some moments of gay interactions.

Interesting historical characters in the novels

The novels include interactions with important historical characters, and
more can be found in Elspeth Morrison. These characters include the
early Stewart royals (James II-IV) and family, Marie de Guise and her
daughter Mary Stewart, Mary Tudor (wife of Phillip II, son of Holy Roman
Emperor Charles V), Elizabeth I, French Valois kings (notably Henry II
and wife Catherine de Medici), Ivan the Terrible, Nostradamus, Scottish,
English and French nobility, the Medicis (Cosimo...), Juan de Homedés
(Grand Master of the Knights of St John), Suleiman the Magnificent (and
some of his 300 consorts), James of Lusignan (Zacco, maybe played by
Johnny Depp in a movie?), David (Emperor of Trebizond), Anselm Adorne
(Bruges), Uzum Hasan (ruler of Persia), corsair Dragut Rais and more.
Margaret Douglas, Countess of Lennox (or is she?) – aunt to Darnley
(future husband of Mary Stewart) – is a highly dangerous character with
aspirations through her blood lines and marriage to both the English and
Scottish thrones.

Another fact-is-stranger-than-fiction character who makes frequent
appearances in the Niccoló series is the Franciscan Ludovico de Severi da
Bologna, extensively discussed in Elspeth Morrison (and the subject of a
series of novels by Marguerite McLaughlin, as well as popping up in the TV
series about the Borgias). He travels incessantly between Western capitals
and the Middle East, where he is known as the Patriarch of Antioch. He
urges financing for and active participation in Crusades essentially against
the Ottoman Empire.

Then there is the famous French naturalist, Pierre Gilles d’Albi, whom we
encounter in the Lymond Chronicles dissecting a giraffe in the courtyard of
the English consulate in Aleppo. Lymond also meets Diccon Chancellor,
who finds the route around the North Cape to Russia and leads the
Muscovy merchant company there for trading. And in London Lymond also
meets John Dee, semi-Welsh mathematician, who advises on a future route
after Chancellor’s demise, and Sir Henry Sidney, a courtier and diplomat,
who partially finances these explorations.



The interactions between the principal characters and these historical
characters are a key interest in the books, since Nicolas and Lymond are
barely diplomatically polite to royals with the power of life and death. So
Nicolas goes politely head on with some of the Stewarts and Lymond with
the Czar, Suleiman, Marie de Guise….

Principal locations

Bruges, Burgundy, Edinburgh, Stirling, Berwick (and surrounding areas
in Scottish Lowlands and Borders), London, Paris (+Blois, Lyon…), the
Italian states (Genoa, Florence, Venice…), Cairo, Sinai, Malta, Cyprus,
Moscow, Trebizond (Trabzon), Tripoli, Algiers, Funchal, The Gambia,
Timbuktu.

A number of these locations (plus some redundancies) from the Niccoló
series may be viewed in https://wikivisually.com/wiki/
The_House_of_Niccol%C3%B2

Images of places and characters from the Lymond series may be viewed
at:

https://lymondchronicles.tumblr.com/

Synopsis of the series [I see you have lifted big chunks of text from
Wikipedia. Suggest you say so!]

A. House of Niccoló
Niccolò Rising (1986): Set largely in Flanders, Burgundy, and Italy in
1460. In this book, the reader is introduced to the principal characters of
the series and the tensions between them. They include the rich Bruges
merchants, like Anselm Adorne, a de facto royal, and the tearaway youths
who surround Claes (Nicolas) and their romances. We learn too of trade
with rivals Venice, Genoa and Florence as the great trading galleys arrive
with some ceremony. Nicolas has an affair with Katelina who has his
son but she pretends its father is Simon.

In this book, Nicolas develops from a dyeworks apprentice to become the
husband of the owner of the dyeworks, Marian de Charretty. He comes
up with the idea of developing a courier service to Florence, crossing the
dangerous, snow-bound high passes into Italy, where he meets the de
Medicis.

Spring of the Ram (1987): Set largely in Trebizond (now Trabzon), last
remaining outpost of the Byzantine empire, on the Black Sea, in 1461.
With Western support against the Ottomans still unsolidified, David of
Trebizond prematurely asks the Sultan for a remission of the tribute paid
by his predecessor. Even worse, he makes these demands through the
envoys of Uzun Hassan, ruler of Persia, who makes even more arrogant

demands on behalf of their master. Sultan Mehmed responds by sending
a fleet under his admiral Kassim Pasha towards Trebizond while he leads
an army eastward from Bursa [Western Anatolia] eastward. The city and
the Empire fall. At the end of the siege, Nicolas captures a ship from the
Genoese Pagano Doria (who had eloped with the pre-pubescent Catherine
de Charretty, daughter of Marian), and sets off for Venice with a fortune
in gold, silks, alum and rare manuscripts. (By this time Marian is dead).

Race of Scorpions (1989): 1462-1463. In the Italian wars, Nicolas is
kidnapped by the Venetians and taken to Cyprus, where he is obliged to
assist Zacco (James II de Lusignan) in his struggle against his half-sister,
Carlotta, for control of the island kingdom. In Cyprus Nicolas marries
Primaflora, a beautiful courtesan, but he is ordered to divorce her by
Zacco, who has taken a fancy to her. Katelina has been visiting Cyprus,
where the St Pol family has sugar plantations. (Enter her husband’s
nephew, Diniz, who tries to kill Nicolas.) She and Nicolas kiss and make
up but she dies in the siege of Famagusta, which has been engineered by
Nicolas. Gelis, her sister, blames Nicolas for her death.

Scales of Gold(1991): 1464-1467. Set largely in Venice, Portugal,
Madeira and Mali, during a long voyage to discover the source of West
African gold and a West-East route to the Christian Ethiopian kingdom of
Prester John. In Funchal, Nicolas renews his acquaintance with Katelina’s
sister, Gelis, who, with her companion Bel of Cuthilgardie and Diniz, joins
Nicolas on the Africa adventure, in part to get information to pin the
blame for Katelina’s death on him, but she seemingly succumbs to his
charms and later marries him, only to engage in a prolonged battle over
access to their son, whom she (falsely) claims to have conceived with
Simon de St Pol, Nicolas’ father(?). They are successful in obtaining gold
by trading but half is put on Nicolas’ ship, which is captured by pirates/
enemies on the return trip to Europe.

The Unicorn Hunt (1993): 1468-1470. Nicolas moves to Scotland to set
up a business. He helps Willie Roger (non-fictional) produce a major
musical spectacle for James III and Margaret of Denmark. Set in Scotland,
Flanders, Florence, the Tyrol (where Nicolas discovers a divining
capability), Venice (for Mardi Gras), Egypt, the Sinai Peninsula and
Cyprus (still searching for his stolen gold). Nicolas responds to Gelis'
challenge and attempts to find his son, whom she [Katelina?] has
secreted from him. He also increasingly competes with his now friend,
Anselm Adorne, who is spending more time in Scotland, where he has
important business.

To Lie with Lions (1995): 1471-1473. Set largely in Scotland, Iceland
and Flanders. The “lions” are a reference to the rulers of Burgundy and
France, Venice and Cyprus, England and Scotland, Islam and Christendom
with whom Nicolas has financial dealings. The trip to Iceland introduces
the young Katelijn – Kathi – Sersanders (Adorne’s young and



perspicacious niece), who, together with her soon-to-be husband Robin of
Berecrofts, manages to join several of Nicolas’ travels.

Gelis claims she has won the war with Nicolas because she has secretly
been working for years for the Vatachino bank. But Jordan de St Pol
(Nicolas’ grandfather) shows that Nicholas knew of Gelis’ connection with
the Vatachino and skilfully played it. It also seems that his projects in
Scotland, from the elaborate nativity play and the Iceland expedition
which brought him a barony, to more secret investments of the Bank’s
and the country’s money in worthless mines, poisoned grains and
debased coinage, were meant in fact to wreck the country financially.
This is supposedly some kind of vengeance on the country whose gentry,
the St Pols (later, the Scots Semples – a link with Sybilla in the Lymond
series), had terrified and rejected Nicolas’ mother, and Nicolas himself, 30
years earlier. Even his friends desert him. Nicolas agrees with them,
resigns and heads off anonymously to Poland for burial. Or, possibly,
resurrection.

Caprice and Rondo (1997): 1474-1476. Set largely in Italy, Poland, the
Crimea, Persia, Russia, and Flanders/Burgundy. Nicolas teams up with
Pauel Benecke, a Danziger pirate, whom he had captured in Iceland. He
is drawn back into finance as an advisor. He is also lured from Danzig to
Crimea and points east, to help long-term associate Julius (now a bank
partner and married to the beautiful and wealthy Countess Anna – oh,
really?), who is in competition with Adorne, and pushed by wannabe
puppet-master Ludovico for his own crusading reasons. They are
accompanied by Kathi Sersanders and Robin, who follow to try to get
Nicolas back on the straight and narrow.

Meanwhile, back at the ranch, Gelis and Tobie (Dr Tobias) try to trace
some of Nicolas’ family history: the loving and terrified mother Sophie;
the brutal uncle Jaak de Fleury; the young ‘aunt’, Adelina, also abused
and abandoned. And the grandfather, Thibault de Fleury, long-rumoured
imbecile, whom Gelis and Tobie discover still exercising, despite paralysis
and disease, those supreme gifts for mathematics and music, witty
puzzles and detached analysis.

In the East, Countess Anna, who tries to seduce Nicolas and wreck his
commercial and political world, turns out to be Adelina – his grandfather’s
child. But Nicolas, master of the interlocking wheels of plot, has in fact
recognized her and works to draw her safely east. Nicolas and Gelis are
reconciled and he is also restored to his family.

On the larger stage, Nicolas sees Burgundy collapse with the death of its
duke and the wreck of its army at the siege of Nancy.

Gemini (2000): 1477-1483. Scotland, 1477. The cast is assembled for
the final act. Nicolas – soon joined by family and friends – pursues his
objectives amid a complex power struggle centring on the Scottish royal

family, the powerful merchant class, the clergy, the English, the French,
the Burgundians. Nicolas meets again with James III of Scotland and his
rebellious siblings, the St. Pols (Jordan, Simon and young Henry),
Mistress Bel of Cuthilgurdy, David de Salmeton (ex-Vatachino), and
Anselm Adorne and Kathi. As the secrets of his birth come to light, he
has to decide whether he desires to establish a future in Scotland for
himself and his family, and a home for his descendants.

B. The Lymond Chronicles

The Game of Kings (1961): In 16th-century Scotland, Francis Crawford
of Lymond, Master of Culter, is a charismatic figure: polyglot scholar,
soldier, musician, master of disguises, nobleman– and accused outlaw.
After five years in exile, Lymond has recently returned to Scotland, in
defiance of Scottish charges against him for pro-English treason and
murder. He leads a band of mercenaries and ruffians. However, Lymond
has returned with the goal of proving his innocence and restoring his
name, but to do so, he must find the man who framed him and
condemned him to two years as a French galley slave. His family, the
Crawfords, cannot avoid becoming entangled in the complex politics
between England and Scotland, including the Anglo-Scottish wars,
Scotland's alliance with France, and skirmishes in the Borders region.

The novel is constructed as an intricate mystery, punctuated by set pieces
of adventure, high comedy and intense drama. Lymond leaves no one
indifferent. Margaret Douglas, Countess of Lennox (with a place in the
line of succession in England and Scotland), is a one-time friend who
becomes a mortal enemy. A minor character at this stage, Philippa
Somerville from near Hexham, creates problems but reappears in a critical
role in later novels. Betrayals and double-crosses, both potential and
actual, abound.

A number of historical persons appear in the novel, many as important
characters. They include members of the Scott clan, including Sir Walter
Scott of Buccleuch (several centuries before the writer), his wife, Janet
Beaton, and his son William Scott of Kincurd, who becomes Lymond's
second-in-command in his band of outlaws; Marie de Guise, the Queen
Dowager of Scotland, and her young daughter, Mary, Queen of Scots; and
members of the Douglas family, including Archibald Douglas, 6th Earl of
Angus, his brother Sir George Douglas, his daughter Margaret, Countess
of Lennox (niece of Henry VIII), and Margaret's husband Matthew
Stewart, 4th Earl of Lennox, a potential claimant to the Scottish throne if
the young Mary, Queen of Scots, were to die. The English military leaders
responsible for prosecuting the War of The Rough Wooing, Sir William
Grey and Lord Thomas Wharton, also have prominent roles.



Queen’s Play (1964): Lymond plays Thaddy Boy Ballagh, adviser to the
Irish Royal Phelim O’LiamRoe, who is making a state visit to France. In
fact, Lymond is on an unofficial mission at the behest of Marie de Guise,
to protect the young queen, Mary Stewart, from killers who have their
own eyes on the Scottish throne. On the side, Lymond has a passionate
affair with Oonagh O´Dwyer, (ex?) mistress of The O’Connor, who is to
give him a son (probably).

The Disorderly Knights (1966): His reputation freshly restored after his
actions in France, Lymond travels to Malta, home of the Knights
Hospitaller of St John, just before the Ottoman Turks lay siege to it. There
he becomes embroiled in a contest of wits with Gabriel, who may or may
not be a living saint, and discovers a secret that transforms that
intellectual contest into a power struggle for his native Scotland.

Pawn in Frankincense (1969): Lymond embarks upon a hunt for
Oonagh’s son, crossing Europe from Baden, accompanied by childhood
friend Jarret Blyth and Philippa (as well as Mr Fixit, Onophrion), to Lyon
to Marseilles and North Africa following the trail of clues his malevolent
adversary has laid for him. In Lyon he collects the bejewelled spinnet, a
gift from the French king for the sultan, and its builder Gaultier and
assistant, the all-important Marthe, who accompany him on the trip to
make sure it works on arrival. Lymond and Philippa meet the Dame de
Doutance, who forecasts their future. Reaching the glittering court of the
Ottoman Sultan Suleiman the Magnificent, Lymond, now unknowingly
drugged with opium, has to win freedom for himself, the child and his
companions in a lethal chess game.

In order to protect the child Kuzum, seized for the seraglio, Philippa
(Fippy) enters the harem, learning the arts of the 300 consorts of
Suleiman, especially Kiaya Khatun, who plays an important role in the
next book.

Seemingly tangentially, Gaultier, Marthe and Gilles uncover Constantine’s
treasure of relics in the reservoirs under the Hagia Sophia. But this plays
a key role in the great escape from Istanbul. Marthe, whose relationship
with Lymond is revealed late in the book, is mostly antagonistic towards
Lymond throughout this novel but helps him recover from his enforced
opium addiction.

The Ringed Castle (1971): Lymond arrives at the semi-barbaric court of
the Russian Tsar Ivan the Terrible, and begins the difficult task of
creating the Tsar’s military preparedness against a number of external
threats. There are some scary interviews with Ivan, but Lymond becomes
his trusted advisor in military matters while also being called in the
middle of the night to play chess.

Meanwhile, Philippa, invited to the court of the not-pregnant Mary Tudor,
sets out to discover the truth about Lymond’s parentage (leading to

Lymond confronting his great uncle, who is blackmailing Lymod’s
mother, Sybilla). She meets the great navigator, Diccon (Richard)
Chancellor, who is preparing for a second trip to Russia around the North
Cape. Chancellor is helped by Lymond in Russia. Lymond survives several
assassination attempts by agents from England (originating with
Margaret Douglas?) as well as local rivals. Some breath-taking scenes
travelling north in reindeer-pulled sledges and hunting with Lymond’s
golden eagle, Slata Baba.

After some success against the Tartars, the Tsar sends Lymond back to
England (and to personal danger) to seek help from Mary Tudor in the
form of arms and technical advisors to help prepare his defences against
European enemies and eventually the Ottomans. There is a hazardous
return trip with Chancellor as winter breaks and ships are lost. In London,
there are negotiations between the Muscovy Company and the Russian
ambassador, while Lymond tries to negotiate for munitions and technical
help for the Tsar. Lymond is suspected of espionage while an attempt is
made against the Crown, and war breaks out between Spain (partly
financed by Philip II’s wife, Mary Tudor) and France. He has another
confrontation with the dangerous Margaret Douglas. While the trade
negotiations are successful, the munitions sales are forbidden, and
although Lymond tries to return to Moscow he is warned that the Tsar
has turned against him. In the end he is seized by his friends and put on
a ship for France.

Checkmate (1975): The final novel in the Lymond series takes place in
1557, when Lymond is again in France, manipulated into leading an army
against the combined forces of Spain and England. In Lyon, with
Spaniards at the gates, he meets up again with Jerrot, now unhappily
married to Marthe, Lymond’s sister, and Philippa, still inquiring into
Lymond’s parentage. A gripping chase by paid killers in dark, foggy Lyon.
As a mark of his military successes, Lymond is invested in the prestigious
order of Knights of St Michael. In a foray into Picardy Lymond is
captured by the Spaniards, but after providing false information is rescued
by his own men. Calais falls and France rejoices… Lymond is a hero.

Meanwhile, the now 14-year-old Mary Queen of Scots prepares to marry
the French Dauphin. Among the Scottish officials arriving to conduct the
complex financial, political and religious marriage negotiations is
Lymond’s brother, Richard, who brings along Sybilla, with whom Lymond
has not been reconciled. In Paris, the mysteries of Lymond’s and Marthe’s
parentage are revealed. Some tense confrontations. Blackmail is
uncovered and justice meted out. Final Franco/Spanish-English battles.
Bitter meetings with the king and the cardinal (de Guise). Return to
England, imprisonment, release and final meetings, including with
Margaret Douglas Tense to the end, twists, final revelations. Some live
happily ever after... and some don’t….



What Dunnett does well/badly

Although there are recaps in the various books, some might find these
rather obscure – they do not tell all. Others will enjoy, rather like figuring
out a mystery novel. The principal characters can also be singularly
irritating at times but some such behaviour (usually) has an eventual
benign explanation.

The books have some outrageous humour – think of Claes in Bruges,
Thaddy Boy Ballagh in Blois and Prince Phelims O’LiamRoe’s’ intended
royal tennis match with the king in Paris – etc. See also the play
enactment in the House of Revels and Masques.

There is detailed description of period costumes, especially ladies’ dresses
with endless pearls and jewels stitched on. This may not be to
everyone’s taste.

Some may find the use of language(s) – lots of old English, French and
Scots, as well as Latin – and the inclusion of poetry and philosophical
passages to be overdone, especially at the start of the 1st Lymond (i.e. 1st

book written in two series, but historically the second). Was she trying
too hard to impress initially? But then the rhythm settles down to frame a
gripping story. (Elspeth Morrison and Richenda Todd published an
edited version of the poetry in the Lymond novels, based on material
found after Dunnett’s death).

The love scenes are remarkably few, thankfully – worthy of Mills & Boon.

Dunnett is inclined to overuse “beautiful” and “magnificent”.

All told, Dunnett’s Nicolas and Lymond novels display remarkable
scholarship and years of research.

Recommendation – Dunnett recommends reading Lymond first. I prefer
the chrono sequence, having admittedly read both series first in the
Lymond, Niccoló order. Note the first book in the Lymond Chronicles was
the first written, and I feel that she took a couple of chapters to find her
rhythm. (Indeed, I have read some comments by readers who could not
get past the first 50 pages but raced along after that, so there is a
suggestion to start at Chapter 3.) Having skipped through some
descriptive passages to get on with the story line, on re—reading I found
these to be rather relaxing passages between periods if high suspense.


